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Non-commutative integration theory is the creation of Irving 
Segal [SJ. It has had applications to the theory of representations of 
locally compact groups by Segal, Ray Kunze [3], and others. Recently, 
it has found an important application in quantum field theory, 
foreshadowed in earlier work of Segal, by Leonard Gross [l]. 
The present paper presents a new approach to the theory in which 
the notion of convergence in measure, due to W. Forrest Stinespring 
[6], plays the key role. Our approach uses no deep properties of von 
Neumann algebras, and in order to make the exposition understandable 
to those who (like the author) have little knowledge of von Neumann 
algebras, we have included brief presentations of some simple facts 
from that theory. ShBichir8 Sakai’s treatise [4] has been very useful 
for that purpose. 
1. VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS AND TRACES 
Let X be a Hilbert space, 9(Z) the algebra of all bounded 
operators on 2’. A von Neumann algebra is a subalgebra 0! of Z’(s) 
which is self-adjoint (that is, if a E 12 then a* E: ol), contains 1, and 
is closed in the weak operator topology. 
The cornmutant GZ’ of a von Neumann algebra @ is the set of all b 
in Y(Z) which commute with all a in GPI. It is easily seen to be a 
von Neumann algebra. The von Neumann double commutant 
theorem asserts that 62” = 02. This may be proved as follows. Given n, 
let 9 = X @ a*. @ 2’ (n terms). Every element of 2?(~8’) is 
given by an n x n matrix (b,,) with entries in 9’(Z). For a in a, 
let a” = (&a), and let d be the set of all such operators. It is clearly 
a von Neumann algebra. Notice that (bij) is in dl if and only if each 
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b, is in GZ’. Therefore, if s is in QJ” then s” = (Q) is in &. Let 
Y=Y,@...@Y,b e in 2, and let e be the projection (we always 
use this term to mean orthogonal projection) onto the closure of @P. 
Then e is in d’, so the closure of Q?P is invariant under s” for s in @. 
Since Y is in 6?!P, this means that for all E > 0 there is a t in Q? 
with I( EY - t^!P 1) < E; that is, C 11 s’i’, - tYi [I2 < .9. This proves 
that GZ is dense in GY in the strong operator topology, and con- 
sequently in the weak operator topology, so that Q!’ = 0Z. 
This theorem has the following consequence. Suppose that 
PC@, a1 ,-*a, a,) is a proposition about operators in P(Z) which 
involves only the intrinsic structure of Hilbert space, so that 
P(a, a1 9***3 a,) holds if and only if p(~-~au, u-laiu,..., u-la,u) holds, 
where u is any unitary operator. Suppose further that a, ,..., a, are 
in the von Neumann algebra GF? and that there is a unique operator 
a in Z(s) such that p(a, a, ,..., a,) holds. Then a is in Q!. To 
see this, notice that if u is any unitary operator in @’ then 
p(u%u, a, )...) a,) holds, so that by uniqueness a commutes with 
every unitary operator in GZ’. But it is a simple consequence of the 
spectral theorem that every operator in GZ’ is a finite linear com- 
bination of unitary operators in w, so that a is in a”, and con- 
sequently in GY. 
If a is in Q? then a*a is self-adjoint, and we define 
1 a 1 = (a*ay, 
24 = strong !jE a(/ a 1 + l )-‘. 
We also let 9’(u) be the projection onto the closure of the range 
of a, A”(a) the projection onto the null space of a. It is then easy 
to verify that 
U =U[lZl, 
a” = u* 1 a* 1, 
u*u = W(a*) = N(u)L, (1) 
uu* = 94?(u) = dqz*y, (2) 
(where for any projection p we let pl = 1 - p), all of the operators 
being in G?. 
Two projections p and q in 02 are called equivalent, p - q, in case 
there is a u in Q! with U*U = p, UU* = q. By (1) and (2), if a is in GZ 
then 9(u) - a(a*). We say that p < q in case p is equivalent to a 
subprojection of q. 
If p and q are projections in GZ, then .N(pql) = q + pL CI q1 = 
(p u q - q)1 and M(qlp) = pL + p n q = (p - p n q)‘-, so that 
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~Z(q~p) = p u q - q and S(pq’) = p - p n q. But pql = (qlp)*, 
so that 
Puq-q-P-Pnq. (3) 
If k and p are projections in G! with k n p = 0, then kL u pL -= 1, 
sothatk=klupi-kl-pl-klnpl.Thus 
k i Pi, if knp=O. (4) 
If a is in CZ and p is a projection in (2, we let 
PO -= JqPL4. (5) 
It is clear that up, = pap, ; in fact, p, is the largest projection with 
this property. Now p, 1 = W(a*pl) - g(p-La), which is a subprojec- 
tion of .%(p’) = pl. Thus 
UP0 = PaA , pa’ < p-1 (6) 
and, by taking adjoints, we also find 
Pa*a = P,*aP, Pa* < PL. (7) 
If 07 is a von Neumann algebra, we let 0L+ be the positive ele- 
ments of 02. A normal faithful semi-finite trace on CY is a function 
T: LY+ + [0, co] such that 
~(a + b) = T(a) + 7(b); a, b E 0l+, (8) 
7(Aa) = b(a); aEOl+, h E [O, co] (9) 
(with the usual convention that 0~0 = 0), 
T(a*a) = T(aa*); aE67, (10) 
if a, t a in GY+ then T(a,) t T(a) (11) 
(where a, t a means that 01 tt a, is an increasing net converging to a 
in the strong operator topology), 
if T(a) = 0 then a = 0; a E a+, (14 
and for all a in C!?+ there exist a, in LPI+ with a, f a and ~(a,) < m. 
BY (lo), T(P) = T(q) when P - 4. BY (3h dP U 4) G T(P) -I- T(q) 
for any two projections p and q in a. By induction, T( u pal) < C T( pa) 
for any finite family of projections p, in 0’. If the p, are an arbitrary 
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family of projections in Q!, their finite unions are an increasing net, 
so that by the normality of 7 (property (11)) 
7 (UP.> d c dP.4, (13) 
with equality holding in case the p, are mutually orthogonal. 
Finally, notice that by (4) and the faithfulness of 7 (property (12)), 
if K is a projection in GY such that for all E > 0 there is a projectionp 
in a with k r\ p = 0 and I 6 6, then K = 0. If K, and K, are 
projections in a and we apply this to k, - k, n k, and k, - k, n k, , 
we find that 
k, = k, if Vc >03psk,np =k2np, dP’) < E- (14) 
2. CONVERGENCE IN MEASURE 
Throughout this section we assume given a von Neumann algebra 
GZ on a Hilbert space Z, with a normal faithful semi-finite trace r. 
We shall follow a standard approach to integration theory, in 
which the chief idea is to break up the underlying space into a piece 
where things behave well plus a small piece. The only complication 
in the non-commutative case, as opposed to ordinary commutative 
integration theory, is that an element a of CY may send some vectors 
outside of the small piece into it, but this is controlled by using (6). 
For E, S > 0 let 
N(E, 6) = {a E a: f or some projectionp in GY, 11 up I/ < E and I < S}. 
We give 12 the translation-invariant topology in which the N(E, 6) 
are a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. We call this the 
measure topology of 12, and say that a, converges in measure to a in 
case a, converges to a in this topology, and that a, is Cauchy (or 
fundamental) in measure in case it is a Cauchy sequence with respect 
to this uniform structure (that is, in case for all E, S > 0 there is 
an n,, such that if m, n > n, then a, - a, E N(E, 6)). We say that a 
subset 9’ of GT is bounded in measure in case it is bounded with respect 
to this topology on the vector space of GZ, that is, in case for every 
neighborhood N of 0 there is an cy > 0 such that 0 C N. Since 
orN(c, S) = N(cuc, S), a subset 9 of GE is bounded in measure if and 
only if for every S > 0 there is a constant c < co such that 9’ C N(c, 6). 
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Similarly, for E, 6 > 0 let 
O(E, S) = {YE 3: for some projection p in a, I/ p!P /I < E and T(&-) < S}. 
We give #’ the translation-invariant topology in which the O(E, 6) 
are a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0, and call it the 
measure topology of X. We define the notions of convergence in 
measure, Cauchy in measure, and bounded in measure as above. A 
subset Y of X is bounded in measure if and only if for all 6 > 0 
there is a constant c < co such that Y C O(c, 6). 
THEOREM 1. The mappings 
a~a*of@-+O!, (15) 
(a,b)++a+bofGslxGZ+@, (16) 
(a,b)++abofGx @-+a, (17) 
(?P,@)~Y+@of~x2P-+2?, (18) 
(a,Y)i-taYojax SF-+&+ (19) 
have unique continuous extensions as mappings of @ -+ d, O! x @ -+ a’, 
OX67 -+ a, L@ x .# + 2, and d x 9 -+ 2, respectively, where 
d is the completion of C4! and Z& is the completion of X. The mappings 
t15), (l(3), and W), and their extensions, are uniformly continuous. 
The mappings (17) and (19), and their extensions, are uniformly con- 
tinuous on products of sets which are bounded in measure. With respect 
to these mappings, Ot is a topological *-algebra with a continuous repre- 
sentation on the topological vector space .X-. 
Proof. To prove this, we shall establish the following facts: 
N(E, s>* c N(E, 26), (15’) 
NC% , 8,) + W% > s,> c NC% + 52 f 6, + &J, (16’) 
WI ! 6,) N(% 3 s,> c NV* 9 6, + s,>, (17’) 
O(4,) + O(% , S,) c O(% + 62 9 6, -k S,), (IV 
NC% 3 S,) WC , S,) c O(% > 2s, + S,). (19’) 
It is clear that (15’), (16’), and (18’) imply, respectively, that (15), 
(16), and (18) are uniformly continuous, and so have unique con- 
tinuous extensions to the completions which are uniformly continuous. 
Let Y; and Ya be bounded in measure in 6Y. To show the uniform 
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continuity of (17) on Yr x Yz , we need to show that given E, 6 > 0 
we can find or, 6, > 0 and ~a , 6, > 0 such that if a is in Y1 and b 
is in Ya then 
&J - (a + N(% , %))(b + N(% , 6,)) c N(E, 6). (20) 
For 01~ , 01s > 0 there are c1 , ce < co such that Y1 C N(c, , 0~~) and 
3 c WC2 > 2 , a: ) SO that the left-hand side of (20) is contained in 
Wl 7 4 WE2 > 82) + Wl > 81) NC, > a2) + NC% ,a,) WE2 ,A,> 
by (17’) and (16’). Therefore we need only choose a1 ,01a , 6, , S2 > 0 
such that 01~ + 01~ + 26, + 26, < 6, and then choose or , Ed > 0 such 
that cr~a + ETCH + EKES < E. In a similar fashion, (19’) and (18’) 
prove the uniform continuity of (19) on products of sets which are 
bounded in measure. Sequences which are Cauchy in measure are 
easily seen to be bounded in measure, so the mappings (17) and 
(19) have unique continuous extensions to the completions, which 
are uniformly continuous on products of sets which are bounded in 
measure. Therefore it remains only to prove (15’) through (19’). 
Let a E N(E, 6). Then there is a projection p in Q! with 1) ap 1) < E 
and I < 6. Therefore /) pap 1) < E, and so 1) pa*p 1) < E. By (6), 
a*(~ n h> = pa*@ n pa4 = P*P(P n h), 
so that 11 a*(p n pa*)11 < E, and 
This proves (15’). 
Suppose that a E N(EJ+), b E N(E~ , 6,) with )I ap 1) < cl , I < 6, , 
II bq II G ~2 9 T(qA) < 6, . Then 
b + W n 4) = @P + W(p n qh 
so that Il(a + b)(p n q)ll < q + e2 ,and $(p n q)l) = 7(pL u ql) < 
6, + 6, . This proves (16’), and (18’) is proved similarly. With the 
same notation, 
42 n $4 = ~9bdq n P& 
so that II 4q n pdl < II ap II II bq II < v2 , and T((q n p&l) < 6, + 6, , 
proving (17’). 
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Finally, suppose that a E N(E, , S,), Y E O(e, , 6,) with Ij pY jl < ~a , 
~(41) < 6,. By (15’), a* E N(c, , 2S,), so there is a projection p 
in a with /I a*p I/ < or , I < 26, . Thus Ij pa (j < e1 . By (14), 
qcc*a = q,*aq so that 
and ~((p n qa*)i) < I + T(q1) f 26, + 6, , which proves (19’). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. (i) Z and Ol are Hausdorff spaces in the measure 
topology (so that the natural mappings of X and Cl into their completions 
&? and @ are injections). 
(ii) If a is in d then for all E > 0 there is a projection p in CT with 
ap in GZ and r(p’) < E. 
Proof. Suppose that Y is in every neighborhood of 0 in the 
measure topology of A?. Then for each n there is a projection qTa 
in 6I with 11 qnY j/ < 2-” and T(Q,~) < 2-n. Let 
Pn = fi 41z 
kn 
Then p, is in 191, $,Y = 0, p,, is increasing, ~(p,‘) < 2-n+1 J, 0, 
so that p, T 1 and Y = 0. Therefore A? is Hausdorff in the measure 
topology. Suppose that a E 02, a # 0, and a is in every neighborhood 
of 0 in the measure topology. Since a f 0 there is a Y # 0 in 2 
such that aY # 0. But, by Theorem 1, aY is in every neighborhood 
of 0 in the measure topology of %, which is a contradiction. This 
proves (i). 
Let a be in d, so that a is the limit of some sequence of elements 
of 0!. Then we may write 
a = a, + f a, 
k=l 
where a ,, , ak E @ and ak E N(2-k, 2-3 (by picking a sufficiently 
rapidly convergent subsequence). Therefore there are projections qs 
in @ with II a&k 11 < 2-k, T(qrGL) < TPk. Let 
??I = fi qk. 
ken 
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Then p, T 1 and T&L) 4 0. Since p, + 1 in measure, we have by 
Theorem 1 that 
UP, = aOpn + 5 akpn 
k=l 
n-1 
= ‘Oh i- kxl akpn f t akqk$%% . 
k-n 
But the last sum coverges in norm, so that uplz is in GZ. This proves (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
An operator A on X (not necessarily bounded or everywhere 
defined) is said to be asliated with 6?! in case Au = uA for all unitary 
operators u in the cornmutant UJ’. By the double cornmutant theorem, 
an operator A in 3’(X) is affiliated with fl if and only if it is in GZ. 
The domain of an operator A is denoted by 9(A). 
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be closed operators afiliated with QI. 
Suppose that for all E > 0 there is a projection p in 0l with r(p’) < E 
such that whenever Y is in 9(A) with both Y and AY in the range 
of p then Y is in 9(B) and BY = AY, and conversely (in particular, 
this is the case if p& C 9(A) n 9(B) and Ap = BP). Then A = B. 
Proof. Consider the von Neumann algebra GZz, on the Hilbert 
space 3s = & @ 8, consisting of all operators on 2s given by 
2 x 2 matrices with entries in G7, and define r2 on GZ, by 
= T(a) + T(d). 
Then 7% is also a normal faithful semi-finite trace. Let g(A) and g(B) 
be the projections onto the graphs of A and B. Since A and B are 
affiliated with a, g(A) and g(B) are in 6& , by the double cornmutant 
theorem. Let 
By hypothesis, g(A) n p, = g(B) n p, and since am < 2~ we have 
by (14) that g(A) = g(B), and A = B. Q.E.D. 
If a is in @ and ?P is in 2, then aY is in 2. If it is in Z (this 
makes sense, by Theorem 2) then we say that Y is in the domain 
of the operator of multiplication by a, in symbols YE 9(M,J, and 
we define M,Y = aY. 
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THEOREM 4. For all a in d, M, is a closed, densely de$ned operator 
afiliated with Q, and 
M*=M a a* . (20) 
If a and b are in d, then 
M a+b = Ma + n/r, 7 (21) 
Mab = MaMa. (22) 
Proof. All of the operators occurring in the statement of the 
theorem are intrinsically associated with a and b by means of Hilbert 
space theoretical constructs, so it is clear that they are all affiliated 
with GZ. Suppose that YE 9(M,), u/, -+ Y in Z, and M,Yn -+ @ 
in Z. Then ‘y, -+ Y in measure (take p = 1 in the definition) so 
that, by Theorem 1, M,Yn = au/, -+ aY in measure. Since M,lu, --+ @ 
in X and therefore in measure, and &? is HausdorfI by Theorem 2, 
aY = @, so that Y is in 9(M,) and M,Y = @. Thus M, is closed. 
By Theorem 2(ii), 9(M,J 3 pX for projections p in fl with T( p’) 
arbitrarily small. Therefore 9(M&L = 0 and Ma is densely defined. 
Let E > 0. By Theorem 2(ii) there is a projection p in G? with 
a*p in @ and I < E. Then ps C 9(M,+). Let Y be in pX and 
let cf, be in g(M,). Then 
(M,@, Y) = (pa@, Y) = (CD, a*pYv> = (@, M,,Y), 
so that Y is in .9(Ma*) and M,*Y = M7*Y. That is, p% C 
9(M,,) n 9(M,*) and niz,*p = M,*p, so that, by Theorem 3, (20) 
holds. 
It is clear that M, + M, C M,,, , so that Ma + Mb has a closure. 
Let p and q be projections in 6Z with T(P’) < e, T(q”) < E, up E CPI, 
bq E a, and let r = p n q, so that ar E C!!, br E a, and T(rl) < 2~. 
Then, for all Y in the range of r, (M, + M&Y = M,+bY, so that, 
by Theorem 3, (21) holds. Again, M,M* C M,, , so that M,M, 
has a closure. With p and q as before, let s = q n p, , so that 
T(s’) < 2~, and for all Y in the range of s, M,MbY = M,,Y, so 
that (22) holds. Q.E.D. 
Any closed densely defined operator A on 3 has a polar decom- 
position A = u 1 A I, and if A is affiliated with GZ? then u E a and 
the spectral projections e,, of 1 A 1 are in 02. It is easy to see that a 
closed densely defined operator A affiliated with 6Z is of the form 
A = M, for a unique a in 6? if and only if T(eAL) < co for x suf- 
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ficiently large. In fact, if T(~,J-) < co for X sufficiently large, then 
~(e~‘) -+ 0 as p -+ 03 by normality, since ehl - e,,J- t e,,J- as y f co, 
so that 
a, = u 
s 
n X de,, 
0 
is Cauchy in measure, converging to some a in d, and A = Ma 
by Theorem 3. Conversely, if 
Ma=u mhdeA 
s 0 
and up E Q! with r(p’) < E, then, for X > [j up (I, we have en1 n 
so that, by (4), E In particular if 7 i,P EiiZ ehl < pl and 7(ehl) < . 
then every closed densely defined operator affiliated ‘with G+Z is of 
the form M, for a unique a in a. 
3. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO A TRACE 
Again, we assume given a normal faithful semi-finite trace r on a 
von Neumann algebra GZ on the Hilbert space X. Our aim in this 
section is to define the 9 spaces, _Epp = gp(@, T) for 1 < p < co, 
and establish their basic properties. This was done by Segal [S] for 
p = 1, 2, co (the space P’ is just 0f! itself) and by Kunze [3] in 
the general case. Our approach, based on the notion of convergence 
in measure discussed in the preceding section, is simpler. 
Let J$ = (a E GZ: ~(a*a) < co}. Let a be in 4 and b in GZ. Then 
@a)* ba < II b II 2 a*a, so that ba is also in X2 . If a and b are both 
in J$, then a + b is also in Yz , since (a + b)*(a + b) < 2(a*a + b*b). 
Thus Yz is a left ideal. By (lo), it is self-adjoint, and so is a two-sided 
ideal. (Later we will identify $2 with 9 n gp”.) Let 9 = Y22. 
Then 4 is also a two-sided ideal (which we will later identify with 
Z?‘l n 9”). If a is in a+ and T(a) < co, then a1t2 is in & , so that 
a is in 9. Conversely, let c > 0 with c in 9. Then c is a finite sum 
c = C bia, with bf , ai in 9, . Since c < 4 C (bib,* + ai*ai), we have 
T(c) < 00. Thus 9 consists of all finite linear combinations of 
elements a in a+ with T(a) < co, and such elements constitute 
9 n a+. Thus 7 extends uniquely to a linear functional (again 
denoted by T) on Y. By polarization applied to (lo), it follows that 
v-(b*a) = T(ab*), and consequently $ba) = -r(ab), for all a and b in 4. 
Therefore, if a > 0 and a is in 9, then ?-(ba) = 7(a1/2ba1/2), so that 
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for all b >, 0 in 3, and therefore, by normality and semi-finiteness, 
for all b in CY+. Consequently, / +a)l < (1 b Ij T(U) for all b in 6X. 
We will also use the notation (1 b jJc4 for the operator norm of an 
element b in 6I, and we let 11 a j/r = ~(1 a 1) for a in .Y. Since a = u 1 a j 
with II u IL = 1, wehave 
I +a)1 d !I 6 IIm 11 a !I1 ; bgOl, n~4. (23) 
For 1 < p < co and a in 3, let JJ a !Jn = ~(1 a !P)llP. We claim 
that Holder’s inequality 
for a and b in 3 and (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, holds. To see this, let u 
and o be in GZ with II u (Im < 1, jl ZI jjlo < 1, and let c > 0, d 3 0, 
c E 4, d E .Y with c and d bounded away from 0 on the orthogonal 
complements of their null spaces. (By continuity, this restric- 
tion can later be dropped, and we will not refer to it again.) Then 
s I-+ $ud+xl--s) is continuous and bounded on 0 f Re s < 1, and 
holomorphic in the interior. By the instance of the PhragmCn- 
Lindelof principle known as the three lines theorem [7, p. 931, 
j T(Udw-~)( < sup 1 7(Ud%C1-S)I~ sup 1 T(U&zIc1-~)~1-~, 
Re s=l Re s=o 
for 0 < u < 1, and by (23) this is < I/ d 11; lj c II:-“. Apply this to 
c = ) a ]l’o, d = / b /ldl-01, 
where a -z u / a /, b = ‘z) [ b 1, u = l/q, and 1 - v = 1 /q. This 
yields (24). 
For a = u I a I in 3, let 
b = lalp-lUY 
II a Ilg’Q ’ 
where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. Th en it is easily verified that II b II4 = 1 
and that I = 11 a )jp . That is, 
II a lip = SUP I +)I, 
Ilb$,=l 
(25) 
and the supremum is attained. From this, the Minkowski inequality 
II a + b IiD < II a II9 + I! b !Ip , (26) 
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for a and b in 3, is an easy consequence, because the left-hand 
side is ~(c(a + b)) f or an element c with (1 c (I4 = 1, but this is 
Q-(M) + I, which is smaller than the right-hand side by the 
Holder inequality. Finally, we note that 11 a II9 = 0 implies a = 0, 
by the faithfulness of T. Therefore 9 is a normed linear space in 
the 11 11, norm. Let -9 be its Banach space completion. 




m A de,, 
0 
I/ a 11; = T(a”) = lam A” dr(e,), 
so that 
II a Ilp > hP+‘>, P’ (27) 
for all h > 0. Consequently, if a, in 9 is a Cauchy sequence in 9 
it is Cauchy in measure. Therefore there is a natural continuous 
linear mapping of Zp into 8. 
THEOREM 5. The natural mapping of 28’ into d is an injection. 
Proof. For p = co, this is Theorem 2(i). Let 1 < p < co, and 
let (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. L t e a, be a Cauchy sequence in 9 in the 
_Epp norm, with a, -+ 0 in measure and a, --f a in 9P. If a # 0 
in /?p then there is a b in 4 with (1 b lip = 1 such that ~(ba,) is bounded 
away from 0 for large 12, by (25). But for all E > 0 there is, for n 
sufficiently big, a projection e with (1 a,e Ijm < E, T(e’) < E. Therefore 
If 1 < p then G/g is arbitrarily small, and 11 II, II, is bounded, so 
that the theorem is established for 1 < p. 
Just as in commutative integration theory, the case p = 1 is 
more difficult, and we must first establish a result on uniform 
integrability (cf. [2, p. 1081). Let a, be a Cauchy sequence in 3 
in the Z1 norm. We claim that for all E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that for all projections e in Gk’, I T(a,e)l < E whenever T(e) < 8. 
To see this, choose n, so that if m, n > no then 11 a, - a, II1 < c/2. 
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Choose 6 > 0 so that 11 uk Ilrn 6 < 42 for k = l,..., q, . Let e be a 
projection in GZ with 7(e) < 6. Then, for K < n, , we have 
For k > n, , we have 
which establishes the claim. Now suppose that a, -+ 0 in measure. 
Let E > 0 and let 6 > 0 be as above. For n sufficiently big, there 
is a projection p in a with (1 u,p 11 < E, I < S. For any projec- 
tion q in 67, 
But -r(q - q n p) = T(q Up - p) < T(p”) < 6, so the first term is 
<E in absolute value. Also, 
Therefore T(unq) -+ 0 for all projections q with T(q) < co. By the 
spectral theorem, any b in 9 can be approximated in 11 Iloo norm by 
finite linear combinations of such projections. Thus ~(u,b) -+ 0 for 
all b in X. Therefore a, -+ 0 in 9. Q.E.D. 
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